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Home-grown  Zimbabwean 
brand

KEFALOS is one of Zimbabwe’s very own dis-
tinguished home-grown brands. The company 
continues to grow from strength to strength 
by pioneering new products, while meeting 
top international standards and local needs 
for nutritious and healthy dairy produce.
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We provide Zimbabwe and the Southern African region with 

a diverse range of high-quality cheeses, ice creams, yoghurts, 

and a number of other dairy products. 

We attribute our success to our passion for flavour, natural 

ingredients and innovative ways to accommodate our 

customers’ adventurous taste buds. All our products are based 

on homemade recipes, guaranteeing a consistent, top-quality 

and extraordinary taste experience that supports a healthy 

lifestyle.

oUr miSSion
To be the leading dairy foods 
manufacturer in the region, 
providing our customers with 
healthy and innovative first 
class dairy products.

oUr ViSion
To honour our core values of 
producing healthy, wholesome 
and exciting dairy products.

To be recognised as a trusted 
dairy brand, now and for 
generations to come.

To be a first mover on all 
levels of production and 
always seek to improve 
through cutting edge 
innovation.

To grow the brand in 
neighbouring countries and 
ultimately the entire region.

product portfolio
Cheese
Ice Cream
Yoghurt
Fresh Milk and Cream
Butter
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proDUCTS

CheeSe

Cheddar
Lightly matured for three 
months, our cheddar has 
a fresh appearance and 
flavour, making it a good 
accompaniment with burgers, 
toasted sandwiches and pies. 
Our cheddar also comes in a 
vintage option, characterised 
by a stronger flavour, suited 
for eating on bread or with 
the touch of sweetness from 
grapes. 

danish Feta
Our Danish style feta is 
smooth and creamy to the 
palate, and can be used as a 
spread on crackers or tossed 
in a variety of salads.

GOUda
At KEFALOS we produce 
a low fat gouda in yellow 
wax and a full fat gouda in 
red wax. The full fat version 
comes as a mild option for 
those more inclined towards 
a gentle cheese flavour, while 
the vintage option is for the 
more daring who prefer the 
intensity of matured cheese. 

haLOUMi
This rubbery cheese has 
a high melting point and 
is excellent for frying and 
braaing. Sprinkle lemon on 

top for an easy pre-dinner 
starter or use it in vegetarian 
burgers.

MOzzareLLa
Our mozzarella is “fior di latte” 
(made from cow’s milk). Low 
in moisture with excellent 
stretch, it is perfect on pizza 
and lasagne.

KeFaLOtiri
Kefalotiri is made from cow’s 
milk, but most people would 
be forgiven for thinking that 
it is a parmesan cheese. 
However, given the heritage 
of KEFALOS this is one of 
our signatory cheeses. The 
production dates back to the 
1960’s when KEFALOS was a 
small family venture located 
on a Greek island.

PrOCessed Cheese
Vhuka Vhuka contains a 
combination of cheddar, 
gouda and mozzarella, 
offering our customers the 
best from all these cheeses at 
a price that appeals to most.

Laizy Daizy is the sliced 
version of the chunky Vhuka 
Vhuka and functional for 
burgers, sandwiches or 
simply as a snack – a favourite 
amongst children.
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 a PaSSion For dairY

We attribute our success to our passion 
for flavour, natural ingredients and 
innovation.
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TaSTeFUL eXPerienCe

The quality we stand for started decades 
ago.
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 premiUm iCe Cream
•150ml •1L •2L

BeLGian ChOCOLate 
A smooth and rich chocolate taste of rare 
excellence based on thick, dark chocolate 
straight from Belgium. 

VaniLLa Bean
Madagascar is renowned for its vanilla, which 
ranks among the worlds best. That’s why 
we chose to use it for our premium vanilla 
ice cream. You can see, smell and taste the 
difference with this exquisitely creamy ice 
cream.

hazeLnUt
A rich paste of hazelnut mixed with pure 
sweet cream delivers an elegant and 
exclusively nutty flavour that will linger on 
your tongue.

 iCe Cream
•1L •2L •5L

Classic smooth and creamy Vanilla ice cream.

Sweet, smooth and silky ice cream that pairs perfectly with parfaits, 
pancakes, waffles and milkshakes. Great for 
families and children and sold widely by vendors. 

In assorted flavours – Vanilla, Cherry Ripple, 
Strawberry, Chocolate and Shamiso. 

Flavours: Black Cherry, Fruit Cocktail, Granadilla, Peach, 
Strawberry and Peach/Granadilla.

iCe Cream
•125ml •300ml •1L •2L •5L and Cones

frUiT yoghUrT
•6pack •150g •500g •1KG
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greeK anD naTUral yoghUrT
•150g •500g •1KG

DoUBle Cream plain yoghUrT
•150g •1KG

aloe Vera yoghUrT
•6pack •150g •500g •1KG

milK proDUCTS

KEFALOS’ Greek heritage is eloquently expressed in the Greek style 
yoghurt - a thick creamy yoghurt made using a traditional recipe that 
any Greek housewife would guard with her life. 

Low-fat, probiotic smooth yoghurt and nothing else. If ever there was 
a yoghurt that goes with healthy living, this is the one. Indulge your 
senses while adding vital live AB cultures to your meal.

Double Cream Plain Yoghurt! Double the thickness! Indulge your senses 
with either variants while adding vital live AB cultures to your meal.

Whilst the plain Aloe Vera yoghurt features the fresh flavour of 
pure aloe vera, widely used for its health benefits, it is only one 
of the three Aloe Vera flavours in our range of top-of-the-range 
yoghurts, unique on the African continent. 

Flavours: Aloe Vera, Aloe Vera Green Tea and Aloe Vera Orange

Nothing tastes better than a glass of fresh, ice cold milk. Milk also ensures at least 
nine essential nutrients to children and adults, including protein, calcium, potassium, 
phosphorous, riboflavin, niacin as well as vitamins A, D and B12. Suitable for a variety of 
uses; in cooking or baking, with cereals, in your coffee or tea – or simply as it is, cold and 
fresh. A tasty everyday beverage for the whole family. Standardised, pasteurised 
and homogenised. Nothing tastes better than a glass of fresh, ice cold milk, than 
maybe our Chocolate milk, served hot or cold. Made with real cocoa powder.

Nothing beats our cream when it comes to whipping! Silky smooth and even puts 
a tasty, white crown on any cake or pastry. Great for cooking as well! Pasteurised.

freSh Cream (38% faT)
•250ml •1L

whole freSh 
milK 
(3.2% fat)
•1L •2L

low-faT freSh 
milK 
(1.5% fat)
•1L •2L

ChoColaTe 
freSh milK 
(3.2% fat)
•1L
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KeFaLoS in THe CommUniTY
KEFALOS Cheese’s CSR is evident in many tangible 
ways; our local producers are empowered with 
a guaranteed market for their product, we draw 
our workforce from the surrounding community, 
and participate in various community initiatives in 
the fields of education, agriculture, infrastructure, 
sports and local welfare provision. 
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The history of KEFALOS starts in the 1960s on a 
small Greek island called Kefalonia.
Athanasios Milionis who lived on Kefalonia, 
decided to start producing cheese and set up a
small cheese factory in the town of Potamianata 
where his family lived. In 1969 Anthanasios
emigrated from Greece with his family. They first 
settled in Zambia and then moved to Zimbabwe 
in 1971, and finally settled in Chinhoyi in 1975. This 
is where Anthanasios bought a cheese factory. 
He named the factory KEFALOS, inspired by his 
home island, Kefalonia.

The KEFALOS Cheese Factory produced Kefalotiri, 
Feta, Ricotta and smoked cheeses. In the early 
90s, the factory moved to South Harare closer 
to their steady supply of milk from Wolle Kirk, a 

Danish farmer who had immigrated to Harare.

In 1996 KEFALOS established a distribution 
partnership with Vumba Cheese Harare under
the name ‘The Cheeseman’, they remain the 
current distributor in Zimbabwe.

In the early 2000s KEFALOS added CORTINA 
Ice Cream to their portfolio, and in the mid-
2000s introduced their smooth yoghurt to the 
Zimbabwean market, both of which proved to 
be a great success. Since 2010 KEFALOS has 
introduced high quality real fruit pulp, low-fat 
and natural yoghurts. All KEFALOS yoghurts are 
fortified with live AB cultures. KEFALOS has also 
extended the ice cream range to include luxury 
ice creams., 

HiSTorY
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aCColaDeS

2013 

South African Dairy Championships
First Prize - Kefalos Premium Hazelnut Ice 
Cream
First Prize – Kefalos Greek Yoghurt 
third Prize – Kefalos Italian Mozzarella 

2014 

South African Dairy Championships 
First Prize - Kefalos Crème Caramel Ice 
Cream
First Prize – Kefalos Greek Yoghurt  

2015 

South African Dairy Championships 
First Prize – Kefalos Semi Soft Gouda Spiced 
with Caraway Seeds 
second Prize – Kefalos Strawberry Fruit 
Yoghurt 

2017 

Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries’ 
Exporter of the Year
second runner-up

2018 

Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries’ 
Exporter of the Year

First runner-up
Marketers’ Association of Zimbabwe
top 200 zimbabwe Maz superbrands

Marketers’ Association of Zimbabwe - MAZ 
Superbrand FMCG Dairy Category
First runner-up

BuyZimbabwe - Yoghurt of the Year 
Category
second runner-up 

GenNext - Coolest Yoghurt Category
First runner-up 

2019
Marketers’ Association of Zimbabwe
top 200 zimbabwe Maz superbrands

Marketers’ Association of Zimbabwe - MAZ 
Superbrand FMCG Dairy Category
nomination

BuyZimbabwe 
top 100 Local Brands 

KEFALOS aims to be a first mover on all levels of production, 
and this also extends to our impact on the environment and 
the community in which we find ourselves. By sourcing our 
milk from the local producers, we are able to reduce our carbon 
footprint as well invest in our community. From the farm waste 
which is reused in our pastures to innovative microfiltration 
technologies for concentrated nutrient content, and the 
harvesting of whey liquids that are utilised in dairy products 
manufacture, KEFALOS is committed to maximum waste 
reduction. As dairy manufacture is a power intensive industry, 
KEFALOS is proud to again be first movers with the installation 
of a 600kWp solar plant, the first in the dairy manufacturing 
industry in Zimbabwe. The solar plant will provide a projected 
50% of energy requirements upon completion, and even feed 
surplus energy where available into the national grid.

imPaCT on THe environmenT
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1962
IN THE BEGINNING

The history of KEFALOS starts in the 1960’s on a 
small Greek island by the name of Kefalonia. On 
this island lived Athanasios Milionis. In his early 
30’s he started a business with the money he 

saved serving in the Greek army. His passion for 
good food led him to a decision that would 

change the dairy market on another continent: 
He decided to start producing cheese and set up 

a small factory in the town of Potamianata, 
where his family lived. 1971

SETTLING IN ZIMBABWE
The family first settled in 
Zambia and in 1971 they 
moved to Zimbabwe (then 
Rhodesia) and settled in Harare 
(then Salisbury). Athanasios 
started working in a coffee 
shop at night while tending to 
his passion of making cheeses 
during the day.

1975
GROWING IN CHINHOYI

In 1975 he moved to 
Chinhoyi (then Sinoia) 

where he bought a cheese 
factory in the industrial 

area of town. This factory 
was named KEFALOS a few 
years later – inspired by his 
home island, Kefalonia. The 

KEFALOS Cheese factory 
produced kefalotiri, feta, 
misithra (also known as 

ricotta) and smoked 
cheese. Soon the factory 

produced enough quality 
cheese to export to South 

Africa.

1993
BACK TO HARARE

In 1993 Athanasios’ production had expanded 
and he moved the production back 

to Harare. For a steady supply of milk Wolle 
Kirk came on board. Nicknamed Mandebvu 

(the local Shona word for beard), Kirk a Danish 
farmer had an intimate knowledge of breeding dairy cattle, 

KEFALOS gained a supply of local, high quality milk, which is 
still the main ingredient in KEFALOS’ products.

2006
EXPANDING OUR 
PORTFOLIO
In the mid-2000’s 
KEFALOS introduced 
smooth yoghurt to 
the Zimbabwean 
market and Southern 
African region with 
great success.

2014
PRODUCTS CERTIFICATION
All KEFALOS products certified 

Halaal Certification by the 
National Halaal Authority of 

Zimbabwe

2016
BECOMING A REGIONAL FORCE

In line with our mission, “to be the leading 
dairy foods manufacturer in the region…” 
KEFALOS has been steadily growing to 

become a regional force with exports into the 
Southern African region including Zambia, 

Malawi and Botswana. KEFALOS and CORTINA 
dairy products have found favour due to our 

flavourful products that meet exacting quality 
standards.

2019
SETTING UP A SOLOR 

PLANT
KEFALOS sets up a solar 

plant to access renewable 
energy and limit use of 
non-renewable energy 

sources in the manufacturing 
process. The solar plant will 
provide clean electricity to 
the factory and feed excess 

into the national grid

2017
REBRANDING AND RELAUNCH OF 
CORTINA 2018

EXPANDING THE FACTORY
Due to growing demand both 
locally and regionally, KEFALOS 
increased the factory and 
warehouse footprint by 5500m2, 
creating more space for 
production, packaging, storage 
and distribution. All dairy 
manufacturing processes, except 
cheese production, is set to be 
moved to the new modular 
factory which was designed to 
European standards to allow for 
strict maintenance of the cold 
chain from milk delivery to 
product distribution. This 
development will also give way 
for new products manufacture in 
line with emerging consumer 
trends. 

1995
EXPANDING THE 
CHEESE LINE
The Kirk family bought 
KEFALOS in 1993 and 
expanded the dairy 
farming as demand for 
quality cheeses grew. 
With expert assistance 
from Denmark - a country 
with a millennium old 
tradition for dairy 
products, the product 
range grew rapidly. Soon 
new cheeses were 
introduced and 
Zimbabweans could enjoy 
locally made gouda, 
cheddar and crème 
fraiche made by KEFALOS.

1994
A NEW DISCOVERY

With a growing local demand from KEFALOS, the Kirk family continued the 
quest for a perfect dairy cow. The Red Dane, a high yielding Danish breed that 

adapted extraordinarily well to Zimbabwean conditions was paired with an 
indigenous breed called the Tuli. The resultant TReX cross is an exceptionally 

adaptable breed that thrives in the Savannah, and up to today supplies the 
bulk of fresh milk to KEFALOS.

2001
VENTURING INTO NEW 

PRODUCTS
In the early 2000’s KEFALOS 

added another line of 
products to its portfolio – ice 

cream. The ice cream was 
called CORTINA. The 

equipment, staff and the 
CORTINA brand was bought 

from a Zimbabwean of Italian 
descent and soon CORTINA 

could be bought all over 
Zimbabwe - in fast food 

franchises as well as from 
street vendors. As demand for 
milk grew, KEFALOS started 

working with other local dairy 
farmers and continues to this 

day to have a close 
relationship with small and 

medium sized dairy farmers in 
the area.

2010
BECOMING A SUPER BRAND
Since 2010 KEFALOS has introduced high quality yoghurts 
with real fruit pulp, low-fat yoghurts and luxury ice cream. 
The rapid expansion continues with new products in the 
pipeline. As of today, KEFALOS and CORTINA stands as 
well trusted brands that Zimbabweans associate with 
consistent, premium quality.

1969
THE BIG MOVE
In 1967, Greece experienced a change of power that marked the 
beginning of a long period of unrest. In 1969 Athanasios decided 
to emigrate to Africa with his wife and young son.
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meeT The Team

leif reeCKmann
Managing director

JaSon eDwarDS 
Finance Manager

rUDo mpofU 
Operations Manager

TaTenDa napaTa 
General Manager

philemon 
ChiTaKUnye 

Management accountant

rUmBiDzai mawUTo 
sales Manager

loVemore ChUnDU
Factory Manager

SimBaraShe mUVimi 
human resources Manager

Daniel mhlanga 
Buyer

pam TairooDza 
Marketing Manager

Staff Complement
Total: 163
Management Numbers: 
10
Supervisory: 8
Contract: 54
Permanent: 90

Staff gender
Female: 41
Male: 122
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operating associates
The Cheeseman 
Red Dane Farming

processing plants and 
Distribution facilities
Processing Plants: 1
Distribution Depots: 3
Distribution Fleet: 22



KefaloS Cheese products (pvt) ltd
5 lanark road

Belgravia, harare
zimbabwe

  +263 242 613 454/56/65
+263 242 764 301/02/03

marketing@kefaloscheese.com
www.kefalosfood.com
 kefalosproducts
 Kefalosproducts

 kefalos_products


